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Dairy farming has changed
so much in the last few
decades; even the cows are
computerized now. With June
right around the corner and
June being Dairy Month, I
wanted to share a story about
a great South Carolina farm
family.
A few weeks ago I visited
Satterwhite Dairy near
Newberry to see the latest
technology in the dairy
business.   What an impressive
operation!  More than 1,100
(mostly Holstein) cows, with
innovations dairymen a
few decades ago never
dreamed of.  
The trend in today’s
agriculture is fewer farms, but
bigger.  Dairies are following
this pattern, with just over
80 dairies in operation in
South Carolina. Thirty years
ago, there were over 300
dairies in the state, with nearly
all of our counties having
a few. 
Our own dairy in Bowman
was typical.  We milked 750
cows, twice a day.  Sometimes
we milked three times a
day. The whole family was
involved. Like all dairy kids,
my brothers and I had jobs
that didn’t end on Friday.
Cows don’t know a Saturday
from Tuesday.
One thing is still pretty
typical of the dairy business:
you love it because you
grew up in it. Kevin
Satterwhite is a fourth
generation dairy farmer, and
he has embraced technology
that makes his job easier.
It’s still labor-intensive,
but machines have made
many tasks much more
labor-efficient.
See High Tech Holsteins,
continued on page 8
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Daily Market News Reports
Cottle Strawberry Farm has the first Tourism
Oriented Directional Sign (TODS) in South
Carolina, and the owners couldn’t be more pleased. 
Although Cottle puts up billboards during
strawberry season, the new signs are permanent.
“This lets people know who you are, that you’re not
a fly-by-night operation,” said site manager Jennifer
Jordan.  “Farmers have a short season, and it’s hard
to get advertising at the right time. These signs will
be up year-round.”
The shiny new blue signs are located at the
intersection of Garners Ferry Road and Trotter
Road. There are two of them--one from each
direction. The TOD signs direct travelers to rural
attractions or working farms in South Carolina. The
program was developed to help tourists find
authentic experiences off the beaten path and to
drive traffic and business to rural destinations. To
be eligible for the signage, attractions must meet
certain tourism and agri-tourism criteria.
Before getting signs, the farm or venue must be
certified by the SC Department of Agriculture or SC
Parks, Recreation and Tourism. The applications
must be reviewed, approved and produced under SC
Department of Transportation guidelines. The signs
are made by South Carolina Logos, Inc. The whole
process can take several months.
Several signs have been installed so far, with
plans for 18 others across the state.  Already in
place are signs for:
Cottle Farm Strawberries – U.S. 378 at Trotter
Road in Columbia;
Fire Fly Distillery and Irvin House Vineyard –
S.C. 700 at Liberia Road, and Liberia Road at Bear
Bluff Road on Wadmalaw Island in Charleston
County; Bee City Zoo – S.C. 61 at Bittersweet Lane
in Cottageville in Colleton County.
“This is especially important to us, since we used
to be on Bluff Road,” Jennifer continued. “This will
do wonders for small farmers. People will see the
signs every day.”
See New Signs, continued on page 8
Governor Haley & Commissioner Weathers
Tour Peach Orchard Damaged 
by Late March Freeze
New Signs Make It Easy 
to Find Ag-related Tourist Attractions
Anyone who’s spent a least one summer in
South Carolina knows our peaches are the tastiest.
While many of us are counting the days until we
can enjoy the sweet summer fruit, a late March
freeze means we’ll have to wait a little longer than
normal. 
The March 26 freeze greatly impacted peach
growers in the Ridge, an area that includes
Batesburg, Monetta, Ridge Spring, Johnston and
Trenton.  After assessing the damage, farmers found
that much of the early varieties were killed. Right
now it is estimated that the freeze will cost around a
$30 million loss of revenue from early variety
peaches. On May 5 Governor Nikki Haley and
Commissioner Hugh Weathers toured the fields at
J.W. Yonce & Sons. The Johnston farm is a good
representation of damage growers in that region
suffered.
During the tour, the Yonce family showed
Governor Haley and Commissioner Weathers early
variety trees that had no peaches. The tour also
included some later variety trees that were in a
different bloom stage when the freeze hit. Those
trees are progressing normally, and the Yonce’s and
other growers anticipate that a normal volume of
freestone variety peaches will be available late June
through August. 
“Governor Haley is a strong supporter of
agriculture, and we are grateful for her taking time
to see what some of our peach growers are facing.
The Governor understands the value of this crop.
She is encouraging South Carolinians to help
farmers by buying local this summer, and that
will go a long way in reminding folks that
we will have a good crop, even though it will be a
little later than normal,” said Commissioner Hugh
Weathers.
South Carolina is home to 17, 000 acres of
peaches; more than 13,000 of those acres are found
in the Ridge. The state’s other peach growing
regions are the Piedmont and the Sandhills. Farms
in the Sandhills region do not have significant crop
loss and growers there are on schedule to harvest in
June. They are reporting that the crop looks good.
Upstate growers report some damage, but say
overall their crops appear to be normal.
Commissioner Weathers explains to Governor Haley
the impact of freeze damage to early variety peaches
at J.W. Yonce & Sons during an orchard tour May 5.
Aquaculture 
POND STOCKING CRAPPIE,
2-4in, $1-2; Bluegill Bream, 1-7in,
30¢-$1.25; Largemouth Bass, 3in,
$1.50; Catfish, 4-6in, 50¢ ea.
Cannon Taylor; Newberry;
803-276-0853
BREAM, 1-8in, 35¢-$1.50; Bass,
$1.50; Catfish, Tilapia, $2; Grass
Carp, $13; Threadfin Shad, $30/lb;
more; p/u or del. Derek Long;
Newberry; 803-276-2070
STOCKING TILAPIA, 2-4in,




12-14in, $11ea. Perry Price;
Lexington; 803-356-3403
POND STOCKING FISH, Red
Breast, 40¢ea; Mosquito fish,
$20/100; Sterile Carp, 8-10in,
$12ea; 12in+, $14ea, more. C
Chappell; Richland; 803-776-4923
Cattle 
CHAR HERD BULL, $2250. G
Rembert; Lee; 843-687-2165
HEREFRD BULLS, PB, horned,
polled, ready for light service,
$2000ea. Jim Drake; Anderson;
864-352-3774
BLK HEIFERS, Ang X Gelb,
15m/o, ready for service, $1250ea.
Caleb Hallman; Lexington;
803-730-4673
ANG HEFS, confirmed bred, AI




$3000. Marshall Boyce; Lee;
803-459-4184
REG DEXTER, short legged blk
bull; long legged dun cow, cow is
bred, $4000. Teena Bagwell;
Laurens; 864-923-4983
SIMM, SimAng & Ang Yrlg
Bulls, AI sired by the breeds
top sires, $2800up; select 2yo,
$3500up, breds & opens,
$2500up. Benji Hunter; Laurens;
864-981-2200
BLK ANG, 8 bulls, $1800up;
12 heifers, $1200up; 9/12m/o,
$14,000 all. Bill Mason; Cherokee;
864-490-1430
BLK ANG HEIFERS, open,
20m/o & 6m/o, halter broke, docile,
AI sired, registration not offered,
$1760 & $920. Jim Williams;
Anderson; 864-556-9811
REG ANG BULL, B-1/22/2010,
Famoda Kore SAF Connection son,
gentle, used 2yrs, $3000; PB Ang
bull, 18m/o, $1750. Jim Blackwell;
Greenville; 864-617-3344
BLK ANG BULL, 6y/o, exc
perform, good dispo, $2400; Blk
Ang bull, 9m/o, $1200. Rick
Buzhardt; Newberry; 803-321-0640
REG BLK ANG BULLS,
7-20m/o, $1000-1850, 500-950lbs,




REG BLK ANG, 2 cows, 2 bull
calves, 1 low BW, reg bull, 1 steer,
good pedigrees, $10,000 all, will
separate. Danny Brown; Aiken;
803-508-4520
SIM & SIMANG, yrlg + bulls,
embryo & AI sired, $2000up. Jim
Rathwell; Pickens; 864-868-9851
REG HEREFORD BULL, 4y/o,
exc breeder, good EPD, $2000firm.
Richard Roberts; Anderson;
864-414-7497
REG IRISH DEXTER BULL,
B-6/29/11, blk w/horns, $1200.
John Lollis; Lee; 803-236-3200
8 BLK ANG COWS, 6-7y/o, avg
1200lbs ea, vet tested 6mon
pregnant, $1600ea. Terry Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-993-4212
7 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
19m/o, sired by Yon Traveler S224,
Yon Legend W642, calving ease,
growth EPDs, BSE tested
$2500up. Bobby Baker; Lancaster;
803-285-7732
REG ANG BULLS, 18mo, low
BW, all shots, ex growth genetics,
sired by AI son of Kansas bred Gar
New Mkt, $2400. Hugh Knight;
Orangeburg; 803-539-4674
SIM/ANG BULLS, $2500;
Sim/Ang bred heifers most AI sired,
$1800. Lloyd Baxley; Georgetown;
843-325-8821
6 CHAR BULLS, PB out of
BS Mr Majic, bred for easy calving
& exc milk, bulls 18-20m/o,
$1300-1400. Ben Satcher;
Lexington; 803-356-3345
3 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
13-14m/o, from certf & accredited
herd, semen tested, $2500ea. Clark
Rushton; Saluda; 803-480-0146
JERSEY COWS, w/2nd &
3rd calves, due June thru Oct,
$1500ea. Earle Boller; Florence;
843-319-4373
BULLS, reg Red Ang & Ang
bulls, 14m/o & older, forage
developed, $2500up. David Miller;
Edgefield; 706-840-3709
HEIFERS, open or bred, vac &
wormed, $1500up. S Clark;
Greenville; 864-430-7734
BLK SIMM BULL, PB, 4-5y/o,
good dispo, $2500, would take yng
Simm bull on partial trade for
rotation purposes. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
DEXTER BULL, blk, polled,
B-10/14, ready for service, $900, or
$1200 ADCA reg. Brenda Gallman;
Newberry; 803-924-2042
17 REG BLK ANG BULLS,
15-24m/o, forage perform test &
pedigrees, w/low BWs, breeding
soundness exams, $3000up. Dixon
Shealy; Newberry; 803-629-1174
3 PB ANG BULLS, y/o,
400-500lbs, not reg, Sire/Dam reg,
$1000ea. Robert Armstrong;
Oconee; 864-647-6077
REG BLK ANG BULLS, easy
calving, 7-8m/o, $1100ea. Jacky
Whitaker; York; 803-417-9116
REG BLK ANG BULL, B-8/13,
good EPDs, gentle, $1700; Ang
heifer, B-9/2013, $1400. Dale
Wilson; Abbeville; 864-378-8327
Dogs
Ads for dogs 12 weeks or
older  must be accompanied
by a copy of current
Rabies Vaccination Certificate
signed by a licensed
veterinarian. Under 12 weeks
you must include a birthdate.
NO DOG KENNEL/BREEDER
ADS ARE PERMITTED. Only
dogs-for-sale notices will be
published. As a  last-priority
item, dog notices will be
published as space permits.
CKC REG SHIH TZUS, B-3/30,
2F/1M, $600, taking dep, ready
5/30/14, dewormed, vet check, 1st




B-3/21, $600. Cheryl Morton;
Chester; 803-235-1880
BLUE HEELERS, ACA Aust
cattle pups, tails docked, dew
claws removed, wormed, 1st shots,
B-3/15 & 3/25, $200ea. Lloyd
Gerhart; Kershaw; 803-425-8796
AKC GERMAN SHEPS, B-3/9,
M panda, $800; 2 F panda,
$600ea. Betty Williford; Chester;
803-385-7588
AKC ANATOLIAN SHEPS,
B-3/8, F/$350, M/$300. Jerry
Winchester; Oconee; 864-638-9046
GREAT PYRENEES, CKC
reg, B-5/1, $200ea, taking dep
$100. Sam Stevens; Aiken;
803-645-5111
AKC COLLIES, sable/wht & tri,
B-4/31, $400. Barry Schumpert;
Anderson; 864-226-4397
AKC AUST SHEPS, $650,
3 blk tri males, 1F, tails docked,
dew claws removed, shots UTD,
B-4/24. Neal Estes; Dillon;
843-430-0154
Farm Equipment 
Farm equipment and farm truck
ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers. All ads
must include the following signed
statement: “THIS FARM
EQUIPMENT AND/OR FARM
TRUCK WAS USED ON
MY FARM OR I AM NOT
A COMMERCIAL DEALER.”
Only farm truck ads with
legitimate farm truck license tag
numbers will be accepted. The
farm truck license tag number
must be included with the ad.
KUBOTA L35 TRACTOR
BACKHOE, 330hrs, EC, $23,000;
7ft finish mower, EC, $1750;
more. Jamie George; Dillon;
843-616-1891
TURNING PLOW, $275; 6ft
dirt blade, $250; 6ft box blade,
$350; 5ft bush hog, $400; 8N
Ford Tractor, more, $2650;
more. Bud Holmes; Cherokee;
864-489-1735
9976 COTTON PICKER, 2234
fan hrs, $75,000; 3H SL GN horse
trl, $4500. Danny McAlhaney;
Bamberg; 803-245-9649
AUGER, w/9 & 6in bits, $600; 1r
cult, w/lay off plow, $175; 5ft
aerator, $250; forks, $100; more; all
3ph. Bruce Starnes; Chesterfield;
843-672-5823
'88 CAT 953 LDR, $14,500. John
Davis; Chesterfield; 843-672-3642
IH 1440 COMBINE, w/duals 1020
platform, 944 corn hdr, $18,000, will
separate. W Cannington; Hampton;
803-943-6386
JD 9700 SPRAYER, 60ft booms,
4700hrs, $29,000. John Felder;
Orangeburg; 803-682-3425
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830 CATPILLER BULLDOZER,
325hp, w/lrg tires & pan,
$15,000. E Wigington; Anderson;
864-859-2692
JD 22B RIPPER, single shank,
EC, $500; MF 2r cultivator,
$375. John Boozer; Newberry;
803-924-7800
KUBOTA 1750, hydrostat, 2wd,
60in belly mower, $7800obo.
Jonathan Langston; Pickens;
864-918-0231
'12 JD 458 BALER, net & twine,
hyd p/up & bale ramp, <800 bales,
$25,000; '11 NH Mod 7320 MOCO,
$18,000, more. Gerald Hutto;
Lexington; 803-568-3181
PETTIBONE CRANE MK-29,
w/Detroit 453, 4x4, AWD/AWS,
65ft hydro boom, $9500; 453
Detroit dsl eng, $1000. Rose
Murphy; Fairfield; 803-337-2580
MF TRACTOR 1100, $5000,
sale or trade for smaller
tractor. Barry Hunter; Lancaster;
803-283-4881
JD 702, hay rake, hy fold,
w/kicker whl, $2500; Kuhn 5001
tedder, 4 rotor, hyd fold, $3000.
William Stanley; Bamberg;
803-842-1352
'39 JD B, new rear tires,
$2500obo; '51 Case SC, $2300obo,
both restored. Dan Woodward;
Chesterfield; 843-672-5211
'11 KIEFER BUILT, alum 3h GN
trl, w/4ft5in, SW, 7ftW, 7ftT, esc dr,
int lights, manger, more, $15,300.
Gene Klosterman; Allendale;
803-686-1499
FA 16B BULLDOZER, 12ft
blade, GC, $12,000. Jimmy Sikes;
Calhoun; 803-707-3049
JD 8300 GRAIN DRILL, single
disk, GC, 18 drops, $2500. Davey
Whitfield; Anderson; 864-617-4849
JD 566 BALER, 5x6, elec string
wrap, $8000. Chuck Traxler;
Dorchester; 843-200-4471
KUBOTA L3600 TRACTOR,
dsl, 4wd, GST trans, new rear tires,
$6300, Jason Whinghter; Aiken;
803-215-0428
AC SICKLE BAR, 6ft, pull
type, extra bars & parts, $275obo.
Sam Houston; Spartanburg;
864-579-1307
4FT BUSH HOG, $175; 5ft bush
hog, $450; 7ft box blade w/ripper,
$500; 9ftx6ft trl, w/tool box, tires
480-12, $600. Franklin Brown;
Charleston; 843-559-2761
PLANTERS, 2r, JD 24B, $700.
Freddie Edwards; Hampton;
843-510-3918
150GAL SPRAY OUT, fit poly
tank, 16ft boom pole, 3ph,
GC, $1000. V Felkel; Orangeburg;
912-682-5813
'11 5095M JD TRACTOR,
700hrs w/new never used 553
ldr, canopy w/all JD options, FWD,
3 remotes, more, $45k firm.
William McClellan; Anderson;
864-847-7900
MORRA MOWER, 9ft, GC,
$2525. Dick Sansbury; Florence;
843-250-1486
18FT FLATBED, w/headboard,
sand blasted & painted 4yrs ago,
$800; GSI 1118 grain dryer, 3
phase, more, $20,000firm. Chris
Sikes; Calhoun; 803-707-2360
FA CUB, w/cultivators,
$2300. Harry Carson; Pickens;
864-414-8255
KODIAK 5FT BUSHHOG,
GC, $600obo or trade for other
equip, Lincoln sae 300 welder,
welds & runs, new carb, $650obo
or trade. Jody Craven; Colleton;
843-909-2708
3PT TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS,
MF 16 disc harrow, $800; HD
rear scoop, $200; boom pole,
$150. Jason Sandifer; Richland;
803-606-3596
LOW BOY TRL, 6.5x16ft, built
w/hvy metal, $900; cattle trl, GC,
24ft, $3500. David Martin;
Laurens; 864-682-3395
GN 4H TRL, or stock trl, 16ft
exit door, frt/middle gate, new
tires, good floor, needs paint on
sides, GC, $1800. Billy Sowell;
Lancaster; 803-804-3599
GN HAY TRL, 25ft, dual Tandem
axles, 20,000 weight cap, ratchet
straps, $4999. Mike Roof;
Lexington; 803-509-3682
CHISEL PLOW, King 7 shank,
w/gauge whls, $700. Joe Smith;
Horry; 843-358-3481
UNIV BELT CONVEYOR,
10ftL, w/12inw belt, 1.5hp 3
phase motor, $1750; vibrating
conveyor, 8inx20ftL, more, $750.
Ronald Townsend; Anderson;
864-958-0317
CAPRARI PTO IRRIG PUMP,
$2500. Brian Henry; Anderson;
864-617-6436
'52 FA TRACTOR, Super A
w/cult & plows, GC, new battery,
$3700. Teresa Broome; Oconee;
864-882-7718
'01 KUBOTA B2710 HST,
4wd, turf tires, 5ft belly mower,
Kubota lA 402 ldr, w/bucket, pallet
forks, $12,000. James Chastine;
Greenville; 864-430-6066
HVY BUILT TRL, used for
cattle, removable sides, can haul
tractor, dbl axle, 6ftx12ftx6ft,
GC $950. Randy Orr; Anderson;
864-295-3736
9965 COTTON PICKER,
4100 eng, 3100 fan, new
spindles, frt drums; Case IH 900 vf
planters, shed kept, field ready,
$30,000. Matt Strait; York;
803-448-1917
850 MASSEY COMBINE, w/4 &
6r corn headers, 12 & 18ft platform
headers, manuals, spare parts,
more, $12,000 all. David Earley;
Orangeburg; 803-534-3689
'04 JD 5320, cab tractor,
350hrs, $22,000, sync shuttle
trans, frt wghts, w/MX7 rotary
cutter. Jim Blackwell; Greenville;
864-895-1747
BIGHAM BROS PARATILL,
4 shanks, $5000. Jeffrey Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-8054
NH CUTTERBAR MOWERS,
2 #451 7ft, $800; #450 6ft,
$300; Blanton 3pt 16 disc adj
harrow, $400; 5ft finish mower 3pt,
PTO, $200. C Remy; Anderson;
864-847-5463
PINTLE TRL, 28ft, 10 ton, EC,
more, $4250obo. Drake Kinley;
Anderson; 864-353-9628
JD 2940, 148 ldr, low hrs,
$15,000; Massey drill DD openers;
ss sprayer, $750ea; 488 NH 9ft,
$1750; more. James Johnson;
Chesterfield; 843-680-3124
1010 MF, 3cyl, dsl, 16hp,
925hrs, w/54in belly mower,
$3000. Dwight Fulmer; Newberry;
803-315-2348
BERKELEY IRRIGATION
PUMP, w/4cyl GM Detroit dsl
ind eng, 5in inlet & outlet, eng &
pump mounted on trl, $3500,
GC. Jerrel Sansbury; Darlington;
843-393-2555
NH 273 SQ BALER, GC, shed
kept, $3500; FA H, W frt end,
3pt lift, $3000. Eddie Pack;
Spartanburg; 864-587-7728
KUHN MOWER, 8ft disc
conditioner, $9,000; 9in post hole
digger, $800. Helen Winckler;
Aiken; 803-652-2235
ROTARY TILLER, Value
Leader, FM 105, 3ph, PTO tiller,
41inW EC, $995. David Smith;
Aiken; 803-215-2509
JD 950-D, FEL, PS, recent paint
& agri tires, $8250, prefer trade for
lrgr FEL @ equal value. Barney
Williams; Lexington; 803-359-0677
JD 2 TURN PLOW, bottom
moldboard, w/tail whl, $400. Lee
Black; Oconee; 864-710-2811
80% UNDERCARRIAGE, for
Fiat-Allis 7G-B ldr, Berco
7in pitch rails, bushings nvr
turned, rock guards, more, $2000.
Andrew Shealy; Spartanburg;
864-621-6001
JD 337 SQ BALER, shed
kept, runs/works LN, GC,
$6200obo. Casey Sokol; Anderson;
864-245-0071
'91 CASE IH 1640 COMBINE,
w/16.5ft 1020 hdr, 4WD, 4044hrs,
GC, $27,000; 2014 KMC 6r 30in
subsoiler, more, $21,500. Jason
Carter; Richland; 803-429-3481
PONDEROSA 16FT GN TRL,
1 center gate, slide/swing rear gate,
escape door, over tongue storage,
good floor, $2350. Claude Smith;
Greenwood; 864-993-9881
SET OF CULTIVATORS, for C
FA tractor, $150. William Knopf;
Chester; 803-482-3891
PNUT COMBINE, Colombo dual
rotor, axial flow threshing, vacuum
cleaning sys, conveyor elev, swivel
gear box, 6r, $100,000. Ray Faulk;
Marion; 843-431-6845
SPRAYER, Schabern Hi-Pressure,
skid, 300gal tank, model D403
pump, 5.5hp gas motor, reel,
nozzle, $2000, LN. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
FA C '48 MODEL, w/cult, good
paint, Woods 6ft belly mower,
factory made, 3ph, all EC, $3850.
R Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-7240
C AC, $900; HFM, for parts,
$650; 16ft livestock trl, $800. Earl
Cannon; Abbeville; 864-446-3205
INTL CUB LOWBOY 154,
3ph, 48in belly mower, 6 pcs
of equip, $2800; 4ft bush hog,
$225. Ronnie Amick; Newberry;
803-364-3775
3 AXLE TAGALONG TRL,
w/6ft ramps, 6ft tongue, 4ft
beaver tail, 16ft level deck,
$2200; 8ftx49ft van trl, $1600;
more. Rose Murphy; Fairfield;
803-337-3697
FORD TRACTOR 4600, dsl, frt
end ldr, PS, $5500. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
'00 MASSEY 271, dsl, GC, w/ps
new 16in f tires & seat, good
30in rear tires, field ready,
1500+hrs, $9500, more. M Wilson;
Spartanburg; 864-595-1136
JD PALLET FORKS, fits JD
420 ldr, $600. Richard Rhode;
Dorchester; 843-563-1411
76 JOINTS, 4in Ames Pipe, 3 Ts,
2 90, 1 45, pipe trl, 150 Series
Nelson Big Gun, on whls, $2200;
more; 35 joints 6in pipe, 20ft long
$1000. Billy Rodgers; Saluda;
803-480-0292
FERT/SEED SPREADER,
3ph, $150. Don Ruff; Abbeville;
864-446-3230
2H BP TRL, removable divider,
GC, can be completely enclosed,
for horses, stock or equipment,
$1200. Mary Lindsey; Lexington;
803-331-1425
JD 644 CORN HEAD, 36in rows,
$3000; JD 654 row crop bean head,
36in rows, $2500. Carl Chassereau;
Hampton; 803-942-1961
HVY DUTY FORKS, for frt ldr,
$600; 6 ton Tandem axles, w/elec
brakes, $400. Gary Wright; York;
803-684-3834
'78 GMC TRUCK, ¾ton, 4x4,
long bed w/8000lb warn winch,
w/bumper, $3200; Covington 1r
planter, more, $650; more. William
Lowrance; Pickens; 864-855-3679
COLE PLANTER, for Cub, EC,
$650; lrg & sm Cole planter plates,
$30ea. George Schwab; York;
803-493-8021
'47 FORD, 2N, $4000; Ford 740,
$7500; '64 Ford 4000, dsl, hi-crop,
w/ps, $4500; Ford 971 gas, wide frt
tractor, $2500. Marty Black;
Lexington; 803-894-5311
'49 MH 22 RC, $3300; '52 MM
ZAU RC, $3200; both run,
repainted, straight sheet metal,
no 3pt. Jeff Jackson; Pickens;
864-704-3466
NH MODEL 273 HAYLINER,
sq baler, GC, works well, last
used '12, shed kept, $2000obo.
David Hildebrandt; Kershaw;
803-432-1473
3010 JD TRACTOR, dsl, 65hp,
more, $5600; 7 shank scarifier,
$250; '45 JD BR tractor, needs
restoring, $3500. Harold Bullard;
Spartanburg; 864-303-3056
'51 FA CUB, w/cultivator,
fertilizer setup, planters, EC,
$2850. James Pruitt; Spartanburg;
864-316-0004
20FT DBL AXLE TRL, frame, no
decking, $250. Matthew Long;
Lexington; 803-727-3383
STOCK TRL, GN, red, 18ft
w/manger, GC, brakes, tires, paint,
floor, $3500. Don McKinney;
Spartanburg; 864-706-9738
HESSTON 5530 HAY BALER,
rnd, GC, field ready,
$1500. Sammy Connelly; Saluda;
803-315-2667
INT 900, 6r, 30in, $4000; JD 600a
hi-cycle, $3500; JD 454 bean head,
$2000. Kelly Thomas; Edgefield;
803-480-0941
LELY DISC MOWER, 7ft &
parts mower, $3500; Tuffline
3pt 20 disc harrow. $650; 3pt
hd 1 shank subsoiler, $125;
more. Rickie Evans; Chester;
803-209-2714
6X12 UTIL TRL, 18in sides,
wood floor, 3 15in tires, 8 tie downs
w/Aluminux, $1350. Cornelius
Clark; Berkeley; 843-761-2343
FORD 2000 TRACTOR, rebuilt
eng, 2 new rear tires, 1 new frt
tire, sheet metal fair, 6ft disc,
$3000. Robert Plemons; Sumter;
803-459-6401
SCOOP PAN, 3ph, $50. Carroll
Shealy; Laurens; 864-697-6289
JD 435 RND BALER, GC,
$6500obo; 480F Case loader
tractor, 4n1 bucket, cab, GC,
$7500; Barke 160B loader,
$8500. Don Bowman; Anderson;
864-617-7253
'03 GORE ALUM, 2H, SL, GN, q
bed, mid tack, awning, hot H2O,
port pot, 12V & 110, aux H2O/tank,
shed kept, $11,500. Al Nelson;
Barnwell; 803-259-9087
D-15 AC, gas, tricycle frt end, EC,
$3200. Mark Yonce; Spartanburg;
864-473-0253
1 H 1020, 15ft head auger, LN,
$950; 5ft Woods 59 Mower,
5ft cut, EC, fits FA Super A-FA
140, $850. Charles Nichols; Saluda;
864-445-8350
JD 450C 6WAY DOZER,
runs good, needs trans work,
$6900. David Wilson; Greenville;
864-303-3286
MECHANICAL TREE PLANTER,
no till, 3ph, Cat 1 or 2, HD, 40hp
or higher reqd, 2 seater w/lrg
coulter, more, $2500. Alex Dupre;
Marlboro; 843-439-0806
145 NH MANURE SPREADER,
new, never used, $9500; AC 2r
planter, 3ph, LN, $2500. Richard
Young; Greenville; 864-380-6250
BUSH HOG, 5ft rotary cutter,
model 600, 3ph, structurally, look
ugly, cults good, rear chain guard,
$475. Todd Benton; Dorchester;
843-832-3065
NH HAY RAKE, new gears,
field ready, $900; 8ft Howse
bush hog, new, pull type, $3600.
Richard Martin; Anderson;
864-243-4974
NH 5610S, 2wd, PS, 4n1 bucket,
130hrs, 1027 ldr, 8ft har, 6ft
bh, bx blade, spdr, culti,
$25,950. Linda Spence; Newberry;
803-364-4424
CASE IH 900 PLANTER,
8r, 3ph, hyd fold, monitors, rm,
insecticide hoppers, $5500; silage
blowers, GC, $350ea. Jason Millen;
Chester; 803-209-5065
VERMEER RND BALER,
605F, used last yr , GC, shed kept,
$4500. Dale Wilson; Abbeville;
864-378-8327
JD HX 14 BUSH HOG,
$3000obo; Int 499 hay
cutter, $1000obo, field ready.
Trent Pendarvis; Dorchester;
843-636-1924
CLAAS 260 RND BALER, EC,
$12,000; 6ft pull type Bush Hog
Brand, VGC, $2000; wheel rake,
EC, $2000; more. Ben Locke;
Anderson; 864-369-9720
3PH, fits Super A - 140 FA,
$300. Billy Thompson; Darlington;
843-393-5048
JD 275 DISCUTTER, 9ft,
$4000; JD 20 disk offset
harrow, $2000; NH 256 hay rake,
$1300. Robert Hurley; Laurens;
864-981-5352
HAY TEDDER, 15ft, 4 beater,
field ready, $1800. C Johnson;
Aiken; 803-640-2734
3320 ZETOR TRACTOR,
800hrs, $8000; 6ftL x 8ftW HD
drag harrow, $400. Leslie OQuinn;
Colleton; 843-562-6816
CASE 584D, rough terrain
forklift, $7500; 4 cyl Ford dsl
engine fits 5000, 6600 & 555D,
$3500. Glynn Webster; Clarendon;
803-468-7403
CUB CADET, 5234 power shaft,
frt end loader, Woods 54in finish
mower w/48in scrape blade, 200hrs,
$5300. Gene Adkins; Oconee;
864-885-1492
HAY RAKE, 5whl, 3pt, LN,
$1300; 7ft mower cond, FC,
$1100. Will Laintz; Lexington;
803-622-6587
JD SCRAPE BLADE, hvy duty,
8ft, rear, $1050. Phil Davis;
Spartanburg; 864-877-4394
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Farm Labor
FT POSITION, for horse farm,
duties incl cleaning stalls, handling
horses, general maintenance, exp
w/horses, more. Amy Gouedelocke;
Pickens; 864-898-0043
FIRE ANT CONTROL, Upstate,
call for info. Gerald Waddell;
Spartanburg; 864-918-9950
PASTURE MGMT SERVICES,
spray weeds, treat fire ants
in livestock pastures, licensed
applicator, spread lime &
fert. Kenny Mullis; Richland;
803-331-6612
POND CONSTRUCTION,
20% disc on fish, lot clearing,
food plots, wildlife mgmt, rd
bldg. Cannon Taylor; Newberry;
803-276-0853
CUSTOM LIME & FERT
SPREADING, TN dolomitic
lime, sold by the ton, service
lrg & sm acreage, call for
quote. Joshua Waters; Lexington;
803-429-6114
CLEARING, grading, hauling,
will clear land, grade roads, install
culverts, build ponds, roads, haul




parts for JD, MF, FA & Ford
tractors, cab foam kits, more. David
Moss; Spartanburg; 864-680-4004
EXTREME BUSH HOGGING,
slopes, hvy brush & trees up to 6in,
skid steer on tracks. Pat Blue; York;
803-242-0095
BARNS, hay or custom, build to
your needs, equip sheds, animal
shelters, working pens, all pasture
type fences, more. Chad Malone;
York; 803-230-3827
TRACTOR WORK, bush
hogging, finish mowing, driveway
scraping, hunting, tracts mowed,
more, free est, local only. Jason
Painter; Spartanburg; 864-641-9855
DOZER & TRACK HOE
WORK, build & repair ponds,
demolition, tree removal, grade &
clear land, repair rds, free est. J
Hughes; Greenwood; 864-227-8257





install/repair barb wire, Hi tensile,
wire, privacy, board fence, grading,
trenching, free est. James Lang;
Laurens; 864-444-3038
BUSH HOGGING, weed control
spraying, tilling gardens, rnd/sq
hay baling, fence repair/bldg,
fert/spreading, more. Mike Wright;
Pickens; 864-270-0560
TRACTOR WORK, bush
hogging, disking, food plots,
driveways, loader work price/hr or
per job. Jody Craven; Colleton;
843-909-2708
HORSE PASTURE BOARDING,
22A pasture, additional 20A
wooded trails, coggins required,
$125/mon. Peter Lusk; Pickens;
864-843-4164
LAND CLEARING, food
plots, fire breaks, pond repairs,
all types, tractor work.
Mike Sabbagha; Lexington;
803-730-5172
CB & TIFTON 44, custom
plant w/Bermuda King 4r planter,




penned, any custom cow work. Josh
Brown; Saluda; 864-910-5378
HORSE STABLES, for lease,
25A, Eastover, 30 stables, 2
apartments, pond, fence &
cross-fenced, $1900/mon. Van
Watts; Richland; 843-340-5645
TRACTOR & EQUIP REPAIR,
all makes, parts avail, skid
steer & frt end ldr, tune
ups, rebuild motors, can come
to you. Jack Shelton; Richland;
803-736-9820
LAND/LOT CLEARING, road,
tree/stump removal, holes, excavation,
bulldozing, more, free est. Rafael
Ruiz; Orangeburg; 803-682-2374
LIME SPREADING, specialize
in bulk Tenn lime, call for
prices. Drake Kinley; Anderson;
864-353-9628
STATEWIDE FENCER,
specializing in NZ Hi Tensil elec,
hog wire, barb etc, hyd post
driver, 25yrs exp. Richard  Crow;
Greenwood; 864-554-1107
HORSE BOARDING, lrg
pasture, pond, hay storage,
feed/tack rm, rnd pen, starts at
$125/mo. Teresa Kerns; Kershaw;
803-786-5300
TRACTOR WORK, all types,
back hoe, frt end ldr, bush
hogging, plowing, etc. Steve Jones;
Spartanburg; 864-583-7027
CATTLE SERVICES, caught,
penned, freeze branding &
hauling, find & catch wild
cattle, mobile hvy catch pens,
more. Brian Gibert; Greenwood;
864-980-6408
TRACKHOE WORK, w/hvy
brush cutter, can trim back brush
on edge of fields, cut ditches,




CLEARING, loader work, disking,
tilling, acreage/slope mowing,
spraying, liming, fertilizing, more.
Kile Covell; Aiken; 803-221-4160
TRACTOR REPAIR, general
repairs, tune-up, repainting
& restoration. Jonathan White;
Florence; 843-373-3712
POND LIMING, fert, aerators,
feeders. C Chappell; Richland;
803-776-4923
FENCES BUILT, to your specs,
statewide, free est. Bruce Thomas;
Dorchester; 843-563-4373
SKID LDR WORK, 40yrs
fencing exper, all types of farm,
ranch fencing, feed lots & catch
pens. Charles Mullinax; Anderson;
864-958-0721
WANT FARM HELP. Marc
Marsh; Chesterfield; 843-862-8873
HAULING SERVICE, tractor trl
load quantities, need shavings,
grain, mulch or chicken litter
hauled, call for est. Michael Wise;
Newberry; 803-271-4215
BUSH HOGGING, various light
tractor work, mulching, spreading,
scraping, yard maint, etc, call for
info/free est. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
TRANSPORT, horse/cattle, in/out
of state; horse boarding, 62A, trails,
barn, feed, $300ea/mo; fences built,
repaired, more. Ed Lowther; Jasper;
843-726-8373
RIDING LESSONS, English,
Western, Paso Fino, Speed;
Boarding. Beth Gaston; Chester;
803-374-6255
FENCES BUILT OR REPAIRED,
all kinds. reasonable prices. Jimmie
Koon; Saluda; 864-445-7658
Farm Land
Farm Land ads must be
for at least 5 acres under
cultivation. Ads from real estate
agents are not accepted,
unless they personally own
the property being offered.
PROVIDE A STATEMENT THAT
STATES THE LAND IS
YOUR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
82.1A FARM, 3mi off I-20, exit
39, 5 pastures, home, barn,
$5500/A. John Snelgrove;
Lexington; 803-513-9227
107.63A, mature hdwd, 21y/o
planted pine, 2243ft on Saluda
River, $2400/A. Christian
Hendricks ; Laurens; 803-530-2715
152A, Ware Place, near Hwy 25,
3750ft same side Woodville Rd,
partially wooded, rest wheat, acre
lake, $10,000/A. Louis Batson;
Greenville; 864-630-4310
LAND FOR LEASE, 700A,
timber, 2 ponds, hunting,
clubhouse, $19,000. Van Watts;
Richland; 843-340-5645
291+A, White Oak, hdwd & pine
mix, timber invest, w/6A fish pond,
4A retrac duck pond, 3b/2b DW,
$654,750. Ronnie Cates; Fairfield;
803-446-3123
100+-A, Old Swamp Rd, 20min
from Columbia, timber, power line,
deer, turkey, dove hunting,
$1875/A. Fred Gantt; Calhoun;
803-238-8955
152A FARMLAND, $2700/A, off
Hwy 39 from Saluda, across from
Good Hope Church. Marvin
Anderson; Saluda; 864-451-3256
WANT 50-100A, to lease for
hunting, Richburg area. John
Morton; Chester; 803-789-5639
5A, open, w/coastal grass,
fenced, 1569sf house, 3bd/2bt,
$100,000. Johnny Slice; Lexington;
803-894-4367
83A, block bldg, barn, timber,
pasture, garden, hunting, creek,
pond, 2 homes, $549K. Margaret
Leslie; Spartanburg; 864-969-3101
280A, hdwd timber, good rds, near
schools, City of Laurens, will
subdivide to 140A, public water,
$2700/A; more. Andy Parnell;
Laurens; 864-360-1370
15.2A, Calhoun Co, rd frtge, pines
& hdwd drain, hunting, $38,000;
150A, swamp Sumter Co, ducks,
deer, turkeys, $75k. Carl Gulledge;
Calhoun; 803-530-8885
55+A, near Erskine College,
fenced, cross fenced, barns, creek,
3bd/2ba w/guesthouse, long
driveway, $469,999. Farha Ali;
Abbeville; 864-379-8123
193A, wooded, frtage on Little
River & Hwy 72, 15A river bottom
field, 16y/o pines & hdwd, more,
$2195/A. Roy Jeffcoat; Abbeville;
864-933-1851
30A, long term lease, long leaf pine
straw, 15y/o trees, $100/A. Randy
Carlson; Bamberg; 803-793-3223
54.68A, 8-10y/o planted pine,
hdwd, creek, food plots, deer feeder,
rd system, wildlife, $2500/A. Steve
Cooper; Saluda; 864-809-0369
88+A, upper Richland Co, 5mis of
I-77 & I-20, wooded, poss owner
fin, $6000/A. Margaret Ebener;
Richland; 803-532-6396
103A, Hwy 252 2mis of Hwy 25,
spring fed creek, pines w/hdwds,
$2250/A. Tod Hensley; Laurens;
864-979-4669
106A, near Salley, 5A Coastal
field, pine timber, more, $2800/A;
10A, wooded, near Lake Murray,
$7000/A, more. Ronnie Wingard;
Aiken; 803-360-6253
WANT TO LEASE LAND, for
hunting, prefer w/in an hr or closer
to Lexington. Nicolas Saldana;
Lexington; 803-920-0474
177A, northern Laurens Co,
w/86A in pasture, 3 ponds, creek,
well, 4150ft rd frtage, $3800/A.
Charles Waldrep; Laurens;
864-969-2700
109A, mature pines, hdwds, 1500sf
house, good hunting, food plots,
creek, $4000/A. L Williamson;
Bamberg; 803-894-3744
WANT TO RENT, or lease
pasture, for cattle in Pickens Co,
prefer close to Easley, will consider
any acreage. Steve Meadows;
Pickens; 864-633-9970
92A, 2 mis W of Chappells, Hwy
34, planted pines, mature hdwd, deer,
turkey hunting, $2150/A. Claude
Smith; Newberry; 864-993-9881
WANT TO LEASE 500A, for
hunting, w/in 50mis radius of
Columbia. Charles McClure;
Lexington; 803-530-3614
109A, wooded, 35+ cultivated,
hdwd creek bottom, trophy deer
managed, exc turkey hunting, more,
$2550/A. Michael Strickland;
Newberry; 864-923-3153
15A FARMLAND, secluded, 2A
cleared, 2br farmhouse w/city water
& well, borders Sumter Natl Forest,
$100,000. Charwyn Wyndham;
Newberry; 803-422-7693
21A, on Lake Russell, wooded,
exc hunting, poss owner fin,
$140,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 803-917-9665
WANT 60A+, for hunting, will
provide quail, w/in 50mi of
Greenwood. Ronnie Owens;
Greenwood; 864-934-7980
WANT TO LEASE, hunting land,
Grvl, Pickens & N Anderson Co,
will protect, maintain, improve land
w/food plots. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
WANT TO LEASE, land to man-
age for trophy whitetails, QDMA
Deer Stewart 2, will work
w/landowner to improve value,
more. Ray Sealey; Clarendon;
843-409-1717
17A, w/frtage on I-26, near Hwy
146, hdwds, wildlife, sm stream,
$150,000. M Wilson; Spartanburg;
864-595-1136
30A FARM, fenced pastures,
2000sf cabin, 4 stall horse barn,
900sf metal shop bldg, equip stor-
age bldgs, more, $359K. Larry
Couch; Oconee; 864-314-6136
60A, timber, Edgefield, water,
$2450; 91A, $1500/A; 23A,
$1900/A; 10A, water, $2400A;




EGGS, $2.30; wht eggs, $1.50;
duck eggs, $2. Marie Lester;
Lexington; 803-657-6407
FRESH BRN EGGS, $2.50dz;
$6/flat. Donna Blake; Calhoun;
803-917-2694
BRN EGGS, $2/dz. Conni
Shumpert; Lexington; 803-543-8759
BRN/GREEN EGGS, farm fresh,
$2/dz. Andrea Williams; Lexington;
803-917-9565
Garden Plants
Garden Plant ads may not
be submitted by commercial
nurseries defined as those with
sales of  $5,000 or more per year.
TREES, pear & plum, $10ea;
fig, $5ea; blueberry bush, $8ea;
blackberry bush, $5ea. M Gaulden;
York; 803-324-0071
BETTERBOY, big beef, celebrity,
cherry, better boy, lemon boy
tomatoes, Jalapeno, bell peppers,




Blackberry, cherry hedge & plum
trees, more, $4-8, no ship. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-3384
TURKEY FIG TREES, $7up;
pomegranates, $8. Cornelius Clark;
Berkeley; 843-761-2343
SCUPPERNONG VINES, lrg fry,
2gal pots, $10ea. W Hill; Aiken;
803-652-2373
RABBITEYE BLUEBERRY
PLANTS, $2ea; 15 min ship +
$8.50 postage; grapevines, $3. Billy
Eddins; Chesterfield; 843-623-2427
WALKING ONIONS, multiplying
onions, oregano, $2-3/pot.; blueberries
plants in pots many varieties,
$5/pot. Conni Shumpert; Lexington;
803-543-8759
LRG BLUEBERRIES, 2 varieties;
sweet thornless blackberries, $5ea;
pomegranates & fig trees, $10. F
Noles; Barnwell; 803-383-4066
LRG SANDWICH TOMATOES,
patio cherry, several varieties,
$1.75ea or 2/$3. Sandra McBride;
Chesterfield; 843-658-6601
Goats, Llamas & Sheep
DAIRY GOATS, reg Nigerian
Dwarf, kids, open does, bred does,
does in milk, doe in milk w/kids &
bucks, $250up. Teena Bagwell;
Laurens; 864-923-4983
NIGERIAN DWARF, 9w/o billy
w/moonspots, dibudded, vacc, reg
w/AGS, $150. Virginia McCall;
Spartanburg; 803-665-9651
TUNIS RAM LAMBS, $150 at
weaning, tails docked. Robbie
Warren; Lexington; 803-413-0681 
KATAHDIN EWE, w/2 lambs by
St.Croix ram, $300. Carl Jordan;
Lexington; 803-359-3822
ALPACAS, all ages & colors,
specialize in silver grey & rose
grey, $900-3000. Thomas Allen;
Greenville; 864-884-6688
TUNIS RAM & EWE LAMBS,
gd parasite resistance, wool &




LAMBS, blk ram, wht ram,
$150ea; blk ram, proven, $100; blk
ewe, proven $100; more, not for




$150-275, depending on age,
gender, breed. Danny Park;
Anderson; 724-840-8958
REG FAINTING GOATS,
variety of colors, $150up. Lorie
Anderson; Horry; 843-333-6868
JACOBS 4 HORNED EWE
LAMBS, $100ea; fainting goats
billy, $75; nannies $100. Lloyd
Gerhart; Kershaw; 803-425-8796
3 RAMS, B-3/13/13, St Croix
sheep, reg PB, $250; 7 lamb rams,
B-1/20, St Croix PB, $150. V
Nelson; Anderson; 864-296-5500
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FB BOER GOATS, bucks
B-12/13, w/USBGA reg app sires
by Gauge line bred buck, UTD vac
worming, $200ea. Wayne Senn;
Newberry; 803-321-0163
4 F BOER GOATS, FB,
$300ea; 2 percentages, $200/100ea;
2 doelings, B-2/28, $100ea.
Kathy DeLong-Anson; Lexington;
803-582-8272
FB KATAHDIN SHEEP, ewe
lambs, $200; ram lambs, $150; 3y/o
ewe w/twins M/F, $350 for all 3. K
Wilson; Spartanburg; 864-430-4547
BABY GOATS, Briar w/Kiko,
billies, $70ea obo; nannies,
$90obo. Andrew Glick; Colleton;
843-217-7500
4 ALPACAS, herd sire, F w/cria,
2nd F, $2500all. Juergen Kopp;
Spartanburg; 864-680-9854
NUBIAN DOE, in milk w/2 buck
kids, $325; doe w/doe kid, $275,
3m/o bucks, $85. James Whitman;
Lancaster; 803-273-9834
MINI NUBIAN DOELINGS,
quality bred, $400up. Elizabeth
Fountain; Greenville; 864-386-9583
BUCK, 7m/o, ½ Savanna x ½
Spanish, $150; 100% Savanna
bucks, $600ea. Jerry Winchester;
Oconee; 864-638-9046
REG KATAHDIN RAM, QR,
1½y/o, out of Michigan, $400;
reg Katahdin ewe, ram lambs,
B-1&2/14, $100up. Michael
Ketchie; Anderson; 864-296-4905
NIGERIAN DWARF KID, billy,
$100. Thomas Fallon; Greenville;
864-616-0218
NUBIAN, Saanen, Alpine kids,
bucks & does, ADGA reg &
non-reg, $50-$300; Nubian milking




$150up; mature does, $300up;
mature buck, $300. Mark Yonce;
Spartanburg; 864-473-0253
WHT DORPER RAM, sheds
wool, B-2/14, $150. Andrea
Williams; Lexington; 803-917-9565
NIGERIAN DWARF GOATS,
AGS reg, adult does, $250ea,
1 blk/wht blue eyed buckling,
$200, wethers, $100ea or 2/$150.
Grace Sprecher; Dorchester;
843-696-5856
FB BOER, bucklings & doelings,
3m/o, paints, reds, traditionals,
Red Creek Line, reg app. avail,
$175up. Sonia Loftin; Chester;
803-482-3506
DORPER CROSS, wool blk
lambs, $90-250. Steve Gavel;
Beaufort; 843-819-5646
NIGERIAN GOATS KIDS, 2 M,
$150ea; 2 F, $250ea; disbudded,
dewormed, 1st shots, CAE neg
AGS reg. Conni Shumpert;
Lexington; 803-543-8759
2 F SHEEP, 1½y/o; 2 baby
neutered M sheep; stud M Katahdin
sheep; F, 100 M neutered babies;
125 stud sheep, $80. Tiffany Curry;
Lexington; 803-951-3927
FB DORPER RAM, B-2/19,
wormed, tail docked, $600. Spencer
Pegues; Chesterfield; 203-605-5303
Hay & Grain
SHELLED CORN, $50; grain
sorghum, $40; loaded in your 55gal
drum. Jeffrey Anderson; Richland;
803-446-8054
'13 GOAT HAY, $15, 4x5 rnd,
twine. Jason Poole; Lexington;
803-513-4823
TIFTON 9 BAHIA, shed
kept, $20ea. Danny McAlhaney;
Bamberg; 803-245-9649
'13 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, $50ea,
50 bls, $2000, free local del on
10-15/bls in Pelion area. Terry
King; Lexington; 803-381-6177
HAY, 5x5 rnd, for mulch,
$10ea, loaded on your truck.
Keith Haynes; Spartanburg;
864-969-3907
'14 FESCUE & RYE GRASS,
HQ 4x4, net wrap, rnd,
$25-30ea, del avail.  Donald
Counts; Newberry; 803-315-1016
CB, 4x5 net wrap, cut & baled
10/13, $20ea. Joe Sherard;
Anderson; 864-314-3626
'13 COASTAL, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
fert, no rain, on pallets, $35ea.
Eddie West; Aiken; 803-507-8205
HAY, net wrap, barn, $35, quant
disc. Paul Martin; Anderson;
864-617-6714
CB BALAGE, individually wrap,
good quality cow hay, $45. Steve
Miller; Lexington; 803-917-5203
CB, 4x5 rnd, barn, no rain,
HQ, $50. Fred Crosby; Colleton;
843-562-2707
COASTAL, 4x4 rnd, HQ,
$40. Michael Gatlin; Lexington;
803-359-1070
'13 CLOVER FESCUE
JOHNSON GRASS MIX, GQ,
4x5 rnd, $20ea. Thomas Coleman;
Saluda; 803-622-0824
'12 CB, 4x5, string, field kept,
$20. Scott Ulmer; Colleton;
843-866-2159
'14 RYE STRAW, pre-cut sq,
$4ea. John Thompson; Aiken;
803-645-2161
NEW CROP, rnd hay, $35-40ea;
sq, $5ea. Charles Nichols; Saluda;
864-445-8350
'14 COASTAL/FESCUE MIX,
HQ, tight 5x4 net wrap, fert, lime,
no rain, $40. Tim Vickery;
Anderson; 864-940-1285
'14 RYE HAY, CQ, $30; '14
wrapped rye hay, $40; lrg amount
disc. Edward Berger; Dorchester;
843-832-9233
CB, cow, $3 sq; rnd, $30,
can del. John Fogle; Orangeburg;
803-682-5974
'13 70 VOLUNTEER GRASS,
$30ea; 30 Fescue & grass, $30ea;
70 Fescue, $40ea; 70 Oats, $45ea;




BBQ HOGS, $100up; whole &
half hogs, $2/lb live wt; feeder pigs,
$80; pasture & organic raised. Kile
Covell; Aiken; 803-221-4160
PROVEN BOAR, $300; 7m/o
Yorkshire boar, $200. Peter Nagy;
Chesterfield; 704-491-8348
OSSABAW ISLAND PIGS,
1 well proven sow, 100% wean rate,
ready to breed daughter, $350both.
Grace Sprecher; Dorchester;
843-696-5856
Horses, Mules & Donkeys
Ads for horses, mules, and
donkeys 6 months old or older
must include AN UNALTERED
LEGIBLE CURRENT COPY
of a negative Coggins test.
Under 6 months you
must include a birthdate.
JACK COLT, B-12/23, $125.
Billie Corley; Saluda; 864-993-6805
REG TWH, 13y/o geld, 3 gaited
blk w/star & snip, gentle, shown &
trail ridden, $1750obo. E Rembert;
Lee; 803-229-0057
F APPALOOSA, 18y/o, $500obo;
geld paint, M, 13y/o, $300obo;
all shots. Lynn Smith; Colleton;
843-835-2899
MINI DONKEY, F, 6m/o,
gray/wht cross on back, $300. R
McKie; Edgefield; 803-637-3243
PASOFINO MARE, blk,
good gait, 9y/o, gentle, shots
UTD, $1500. Don McKinney;
Spartanburg; 864-706-9738
SHETLAND PONIES, filly,
B-3/16, $175; colt, B-3/24,
$150; both paint. Jeffrey Fogle;
Orangeburg; 803-533-1467
MIN JACK, B-4/8, $550;
more. Mark Yonce; Spartanburg;
864-473-0253
HAFLINGER MARE TEAM,
9 & 10y/o, dbl or single drive,
traffic safe, wagon trains, farm
work, ride, w/biothane harness set,
$2500. Dustin Sease; Bamberg;
843-637-5868
AT STUD, TWHs, undefeated son
of Pride's Generator; son of Pride's
Gold Coin, proven sires, $300ea
+MC $12/15 day. Johnny Hewitt;
Lee; 803-486-0224
QUARTER MARE SORREL,
7y/o, 14.2H $800. Winfeild
Simmons; Colleton; 843-909-8989
Miscellaneous
FRT STEERING CYL, for JD
5205, new, $500. Wayne Cannon;
Lexington; 803-345-2864
TROY BUILT, elec start pony
tiller, GC, $550cash. Mary Thomas;
Lancaster; 803-273-0064
NURSERY POTS, clean, stacked,
you load, min purchase $50, 1gal @
.05¢ up to 30gal @ $1.50. Betsy
Johnson; York; 704-507-3673
ENG CLOSE CONTACT
SADDLE, 17in dover elite, lightly
used, comes w/leathers & irons,
$750obo. Jessica Hutto; Bamberg;
803-837-3206
SNAPPER RIDING MOWER,
33in cut, 17½hp, 1½y/o, EC,





2 4IN TUBE AUGERS, 20ftL,
$140ea. E Wigington; Anderson;
864-859-2692
PONY CART, w/leather harness,
GC, $450. Pat West; Florence;
843-610-7690
SADDLE, Billy Cook pleasure,
Oklahoma made, 16inseat, cinch
w/billets & back girth, LN, $800.
Dale Jones; Marion; 843-602-9330
COVERED WAGON, $2350. V
Nelson; Anderson; 864-296-5500
REDWORMS, $27/1000; bed
run, $22/lb; LS swamp worms,
$32/1000; bed run, $27/lb, call for
ship chgs, stocked beds avail. T
Unger; Greenville; 864-299-1932
STEEL PIPE, 20ft long, 2½in ,O,
S, 1 3/4 I,S, 10+ pcs, some rust,
$50/pc or obo. Sam Houston;
Spartanburg; 864-579-1307
55GAL, solid top metal drums,
$15ea; 55gal solid top wht
plastic drums, $10ea; 375gal
totes, $100. Luke Cook; Lexington;
803-467-6540
2 BEE HIVES, w/bees,
$115ea. Paul Gentry; Spartanburg;
864-879-2654
SPRING SEAT, for 1h wagon,
EC, EC, $125; 2h dbl pole for
buggy, $100ob, GC. Harry Isbell;
Anderson; 864-617-2627
2 METAL LATHES, $1200ea
obo, sale or trade. Barry Hunter;
Lancaster; 803-283-4881
CEDAR FENCH POST, 7½ft,
$2.25ea, pole length avail. Sammy
Callaham; Anderson; 864-304-2038
MARTIN, Bushel, Dipper
Gourd Seeds, Summer Sensation
Sunflower seeds, 25ct, $2pk. David
Hickman; Sumter; 843-659-8961
ROOTS BLOWER, w/30hp
motor, 2 air lock feeders, 250ft of
2in dia alum pipe w/fittings, $2500.
Ronald Townsend; Anderson;
864-296-2798
REAR WHL WGHTS, IH-C, H,
M, $100/set; ½wghts, $110/set;
AB Cub, $75/set. Bud Holmes;
Cherokee; 864-489-1735
NEW 5FT T-POSTS, $3ea,
200min. Brian Henry; Anderson;
864-617-6436
EARTHWORMS, $27/lb, prepaid
ship, pick your own, $20/lb,
2mis off I-26 exit 129, worms in
cups, $2/50. Jim Ivey; Calhoun;
803-874-4512
RAILROAD BRIDGE
TIMBERS, 11in x 14in x 14ft,
must take 7 in all, $900; yard
m/c 5hp rear tine tiller, more,
$350. Randy Orr; Anderson;
864-295-3736
CAGES, for chicken, quail,
pigeon, rabbit, 30inx24inx24inT,
$28, 14gauge welded wire, new,
more. Michael Padgett; Lexington;
803-892-2756
TROYBILT, 6hp tiller, GC, $300;
Troybilt Colt ZTR, 42in, EC $1400;
Dewalt 10in radial arm saw &








shallow super w/frames, hive body
w/frames, more, $75ea. Gary
Burch; Spartanburg; 864-316-9099
PINE STRAW, longleaf, $3.50ea
p/u; del/install avail, Cola/Lex
area; untrtd hdwd lumber, var
sizes/lengths, more, $99/cord p/u. R
Bennett; Calhoun; 803-429-3800
1-2H WAGON, fully restored,
$1500. Danny Brown; Aiken;
803-508-4520
PETROLEUM STORAGE
TANK, gas, dsl, 10,000gal, GC,
$3000. Jerrel Sansbury; Darlington;
843-393-2555
CIRCLE Y SADDLE, team
Penner, seat 16, walnut, $700;
Wintec western blk, $200;
more. Helen Winckler; Aiken;
803-652-2235
BLK WALNUT LUMBER, log
lengths up to 11ft, cut to your specs,
$4/bd ft. Steve Jones; Spartanburg;
864-583-7027
WOOD SPLITTER, 20ton cyl,
5hp B/S motor, $900firm. A Logan;
Calhoun; 803-874-3793
OAK FIREWOOD, del, stacked,
cut to size, full size p/up, Columbia,
Irmo, Chapin areas, $120. Ronald
Wright; Richland; 803-345-8386
INT CUB CADET MODEL
1650, hyd deck lift, 50in mower,
w/extra set of 10.5in rims & wheel
weights, GC, $1150. J Ellison;
Anderson; 864-947-2201
MOLASSES LICK TANK, $100.
Don Ruff; Abbeville; 864-446-3230
10 FRAME BEEHIVE, w/frames
bottom board, shallow super
w/frames inner cover, top cover,
more, $60ea. Phillip Marlow;
Spartanburg; 864-978-8982
IRRIGATION PUMP, propane
gas operated Wisconsin 14hp
engine, 3in pipe fitting,
$150. William Knopf; Chester;
803-482-3891
12IN PONY SADDLE, bridle &
blanket, new, $250. Rickie Evans;
Chester; 803-209-2714
RND CEDAR POSTS, cut to
var sizes, 4-10in dia, 6-12ftL,
$6-12ea, depend on size; also cut
4x4. Douglass Britt; McCormick;
864-391-3334
2 HOMELITE CHAINSAWS,
factory recond, 1 -16in, 1 -20in,
2 extra chains for 20in, in carry
case, $75ea. C Anthony; Pickens;
864-859-3101
GOURDS, hang ready, $1-3;
uncut, 25¢-$2.50; umbrella shaped
racks, $30-60. R Yonce; Aiken;
803-685-7240
CANNING JARS, 6dz qt & pint,
$5/dz; 6 ½gal canning jars, $2ea;
10pt jelly jars, w/handles &
lids, 50¢ea; more. Danny Hardin;
Greenville; 864-836-6903
MURRAY LAWNMOWER,
w/grass catcher, 30in cut, new blade
housing, belts & battery, runs good,
more, $300. Jack Morris; Richland;
803-783-0451
2 NEW TRACTOR TIRES, rear,
13x6x24, $500. Albert Collins;
Barnwell; 803-259-5639
6QT SAUSAGE STUFFER,
$200; mule drawn Cole corn
planter, $100; mule drawn turn
plow, $75. M Long; Newberry;
803-924-9039
GRAVELY PROMASTER 50,
3whl lawnmower, not running,
w/new eng, $250. Ronnie Amick;
Newberry; 803-364-3775
JD LAWNMOWER, LN,
self-propelled, 21in cut, self-starter,
$250; farm wagon, iron frame, on
tires, $150. Virginia Wicker;
Newberry; 803-276-2369
REDWORMS, bed run, $22/lb;
worm castings, $1.80/lb, call for
ship price. Ernie Vaughn; Pickens;
864-650-7780
STUBBEN ENG SADDLE,
16in w/fittings, GC, $400; 14in
Cleburne western show saddle,
EC, $750. Karen Curtis; Pickens;
864-868-9751
LAYING NEST, metal, 6 hole,
factory made, $100. L Gunter;
Lexington; 803-532-7394
POULTRY MANURE, $450
load, free del w/in 15mis of
Brocks Mill Farm. Marc Marsh;
Chesterfield; 843-862-8873
KILN DRIED SHAVINGS,
tractor trl loads, hauled w/40 mis of
Newberry, $900/load. Michael
Wise; Newberry; 803-271-4215
METAL 55GAL, open top w/lids
& rings, food grade, $20ea; 35 &
55gal plastic solid tops, $12ea,
more. Philip Poole; Union;
864-427-1589
MITM 3004 ELECT, hot water
washer/steam cleaner, kerosene
burner, VGC, 3000psi, $2600. David
Wilson; Greenville; 864-303-3286
2.25GAL SPRAYER, polyethylene,
$400. Billy Eddins; Chesterfield;
843-623-2427
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INCUBATOR, GOF Model 800
auto turn, fan & water, lrg
metal brooder thermostat control,
$350. Gene Schofield; Fairfield;
803-240-6571
TROY BUILT TILLER, needs
engine & tires, $100. Steve Hyder;
Greenville; 864-978-4699
REAR FORD WHLS, tubes
& tires 13.6x28, 1 LN, other
GC, $750. M Wilson; Spartanburg;
864-595-1136
BELT DRIVEN TABLE SAW,
band saw, drill press w/shaft
system, power by tractor or
stationary eng, $500. Carroll
Shealy; Laurens; 864-697-6289
2 ALUM TOOL BOXES, Husky
& Challenger, VGC, $150ea, or
$250obo both; 200 amp elec pole,
$150obo; more. Ed Lowther;
Jasper; 843-726-8373
5FT METAL FLAT BELT
PULLEY, $250; 2 metal flat belt
pulleys, $150ea; farm platform
scales, on whls, $200; more. C
Woodfin; Spartanburg; 864-316-4717
DRILL PRESS, Henry & Wright,
pat 1904, 6ftT, flat bolt drive,
$300. C Gibbs; Spartanburg;
864-594-9525
CHOICE REDWORMS, $7/100,
$25/500, cash. James Chavis;
Florence; 843-659-2792
LAGOON PUMP, 42ft, Van Dale
waste handlers, new hoses &
fittings, $6500. Harold Allan;
Clarendon; 803-473-8230
CHICKEN HOUSE, you take




cut, PB, used twice, LN,
$1100obo. Jack Lanier; Richland;
803-730-4861
HD FORE CART, used for
Haflinger/horses, LN, comes
w/poll, yolk, shafts for single &
truck hook up, $1500. Dustin
Sease; Bamberg; 843-637-5868
GARDEN CLOCHES, lrg
durable glass, w/caps to control
humidity, $7ea. Roberto Garcia;
Richland; 803-687-7531
2 70GAL FERT TANKS,
w/brackets, goes on planter, LN,
$1100both. James Linder; Colleton;
843-908-3193
INCUBATORS, GQF model 800,
w/hand turner, GC, $250; ½ bu bas-
kets, LN, $2ea. Randall Miller;
Orangeburg; 803-707-2575
2 450FT CHORETIME FEED
LINES, model C, $400; lubing
nipple lines, 1200ft, $600. Jacky
Whitaker; Barnwell; 803-417-9116
CHICKEN LITTER, 16ft spread-
er truck load, $200. Don Bowman;
Anderson; 864-617-7253
SEWING MACHINE, Union
Special 2200b, portable, EC,
$795. Phil Davis; Spartanburg;
864-877-4394
Plants & Flowers
Plant and Flower ads
may not be submitted by
commercial nurseries defined
as those with sales of
$5,000 or more per year.
ABELIAS, Indian Hawthorne,
ligustrum, asst hollies, hydrangeas.
varig privet, 3gal/$6; iris, daylilies,
1gal/$4; more. Kathryn Hall;
Kershaw; 803-629-7435
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal, $4;
cherry hedge, $5; Jap maples,
$8-20; China fir, Kwanson cherry,
$5-10; more, no ship. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-3384
100 CRAPE MYRTLES, Red
Rocket, 15gal, $19ea; quantity disc,
$200 min purchase. Betsy Johnson;
York; 704-507-3673
POMEGRANATES, red maple,
$7ea; red dogwoods, $10ea;
wht dogwoods, $8ea; Conf rose,
$5ea. Melvin Gaulden; York;
803-324-0071
JAP RED MAPLES, $49.97;
Gardenia, Weigela, Cleyera, Clethra
Summersweet, Butterfly Bush,
more, 1gal pots, $4.97. Kris
Kremser; Calhoun; 803-622-4769
DAYLILIES, various colors,
no ship, $5/lrg clump. Terry Bragg;
Greenville; 864-963-2921
YEL JESSAMINE, $3.50ea PP;
green border grass, $10/bag.
S Pound; Lexington; 803-794-3128
JAP MAPLES TREES, various
sizes, $20up. Anna Templeton;
York; 803-684-6864
HANGING FLOWER BASKETS,
all types, $8ea or 2/$15. Wayne
Taylor; Lexington; 803-532-6093




$150-$275ea; Pindo Palms, 8-15ft,
$275-425ea. Edward Rozen;
Charleston; 843-889-5672
JAP MAPLES, 30 varieties,
dwarf & dissectums lace leafs,
3-25gal, $35up. Mike Britton;
Edgefield; 803-278-1468
RIVERBIRCH TREES, 3gal,
$10; 1gal, $4ea; Aucubas, $5ea; Jap
red maples, $15ea; Verbena,
$2.50ea; more. Larry Johnson;
Orangeburg; 803-664-4213
CANNA BULBS, President red,
pink w/green leaf, rose w/wine leaf,
Bengal tiger, $1ea, no ship. Robert
Yonce; Saluda; 803-685-7240
MUSCADINES VINES, Pam &





Butterfly Bush, Magnolia, more,
$8. Cornelius Clark; Berkeley;
843-761-2343
CRAPE MYRTLE, Carolina
Beauty red, bare root, 3-5ft T,
$10ea; 6-9ftT, $20ea. W Hill;
Aiken; 803-652-2373
S AUTUM CLEMATIS, $3;
Nandina, $5; Shasta daisy,
25/$12.50; Iris, Named, $4-5;
Angle T, $4; lilies, $4-5; call
for ship. J Fuller; Laurens;
864-682-5752
LIRIOPE MONKEY GRASS,
Hosta, 4in pot, $2ea. W Ellenburg;
Pickens; 864-855-2565
MAPLE TREE, $6up; Orchids,
$10up; plants, all kinds, $1up,
no ship. F Jackson; Orangeburg;
803-534-9841
MAPLE TREE, 6ft, $12; Hosta,
2/$5; red Jap Maple tree, var
Liriope clumps, Gardenia,
Camellia, $5, Simpsonville area. D
Laico; Greenville; 864-963-1804
3Y/O LRG AZALEAS, $1.50;
hydrangeas, boxwoods, tea olives,
gardenias, $5ea; dogwoods, 8-$10.
F Noles; Barnwell; 803-383-4066
Poultry
BLUE MARANS COCKERELL,
no copper, $15. Elizabeth Fountain;
Greenville; 864-386-9583
PURE GAMECOCK, hatch
chickens, $4ea; Pure fertile
Gamecock eggs, $20/dz. Marie
Lester; Lexington; 803-657-6407
PEKIN DUCKLINGS, $4ea; or
fert duck eggs, $4/dz. Mike Komar;
Lexington; 803-528-7926
RIR, Blk Jersey Giant,
Ameraucana Easter Egger chicks,




BANTAMS, blue, black &
lavender Silkies; white Cochin,
chicks, $3ea. Bill Lambert;
Georgetown; 843-546-8743
RIR, Blk Australorps, $1; Buff




standard size, H-4/28; Cochin
bantams, H-4/28 & 4/19; all straight
run & $2ea. Jim Lamb; Lexington;
803-315-1702
BANTAMS, Silver Seabrights,
$6ea. Mosco Faulk; Sumter;
803-494-8499
CHICKS, RIR & Barred Rocks,
$2. Thomas Fallon; Greenville;
864-616-0218
RIR HENS, $9ea;  Buff Minorca
hens, $8ea; RIR & Buff Minorca
chicks, 25/$28 or $1.25ea.
Kevin McCutcheon; Florence;
843-598-2003
GAME CHICKENS, Greys, st
run chicks, $5up; fertile game
chicken eggs, more, $15/dz; for
breeding purposes only. Jason
Sandifer; Richland; 803-606-3596
YNG F EGYPTIAN GEESE, red
jungle fowl, $25ea; Ringneck
doves, $15/pr, pigeons, $15/pr
& up. Lloyd Gerhart; Kershaw;
803-425-8796
BABY CALL DUCKS, $10-12ea;
bantam chicks, $2.50ea; chicks,
$1.50ea.  Shane Sease; Bamberg;
803-824-9124
CHICKS, $1ea; straight run
50-60% hens, Golden Comet, Sex
Link, Blk Giants, RIR, Australorps,





Red Fox, McRae, Sweater,
Warhorse, $100ea. Rex Bumgarner;
Lexington; 803-331-0269
WHT DOVES, $12.50ea. Cecil
Hooks; Marion; 843-430-4906
PEA CHICKS, hatching off,
$30up; 2 yng pieds, M, 1 blue, 2
wht prs, 1-1½y/o. Harvey Ammons;
Chester; 803-899-0268
PEA FOWL, Pheasant, M Dk
Throats, M Yel Golden, 16m/o, full
color, $30up or trade for F; pea
fowl, $50up. Ernest Phillips;
Richland; 803-394-3983
ADULT GUINEAS, M, $10;
hens, $12; guinea eggs, $10/dz.
Don Ruff; Abbeville; 864-446-3230
2 HERTIAGE TURKEYS, Blk




$50ea. Tiffany Curry; Lexington;
803-951-3927
CHICKS STRAIGHT RUN,
Buff Orphington, Wht Rocks, Blk
Sex Links, $2ea. Sam Stevens;
Aiken; 803-645-5111
GUINEAS, 5 adult, $50ea. Leslie
Newcomb; Lee; 803-432-2839
YNG GOLDEN SEABRIGHT
BANTAMS PR, just started




w/o, $1; 6-10w/o, $1.50 cash.
Ronnie Owens; Greenwood;
864-934-7980
3 PEACOCKS, 1 M, 2 F, $250
all. Gloria Roquemore; Sumter;
803-494-3681
CHICKENS, chicks, brn egg
layers, $1.50up. Curtis Peagler;
Berkeley; 843-412-2999
2 YNG WHT SILKIE ROOSTERS,
$5ea; Grey rooster, $10. Renee Nicks;
Lexington; 803-719-3244
SEBASTOPOL GOZLINGS,
pure wht w/blue eyes, $60ea. Trisha
Taylor; Dorchester; 843-452-9292
GUINEA EGGS, $10/dz. Dot
Brawley; Union; 864-427-4215
GUINEAS, w/o, $4ea; Game
Chicks, Shorty, Kelso, Blk
Roundhead, $10ea; grown game
hens, $25up; stag & cocks, $30up.
Philip Poole; Union; 864-427-1589
POLISH TOP HAT CHICKS,
Gold Lace, $3ea; 2 Orpington
roosters, Splash color, 9m/o,





16 BSL PULLETS, $10ea or
$150 all. Ed Lowther; Jasper;
843-726-8373
BRONZE TOM TURKEYS,
$45ea; peacocks, $100ea; grey
Toulouse geese, F, $40ea;
wht Chinese pr, $80; 9 guineas,
$100. Alice Fitzwater; Lee;
803-428-3803
RED SEX LINKS, y/o & up,




H-4/20, guineas H-4/27, straight
run, $3ea. Mary-Jane Vivas;
Edgefield; 803-480-1574
FERTILE EGGS, Americana,
bantams, turkens, Coco Marans,
$4/dz. Andrea Williams; Lexington;
803-917-9565
ROLLER PIGEONS, homers,
$8ea; Ringneck pheasants, $4ea
& up; biddies, $2ea & up. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
BLK & WHT TURKEYS, gray
& wht geese, Muscovy ducks,
all yng, $5ea. Joe Tidwell; Lee;
803-428-5632
OE BANTAMS, blk, BB Reds,
Silver, Duckwings, blk Rosecombs,
$15/pr; drinkers, $4ea. Jacky
Whitaker; York; 803-925-2129
RIR, blk Sexlinks, Americanas,
chicks, $1.50ea; Muscovy hens,
$12ea. Randall Miller; Orangeburg;
803-707-2575
Rabbits
NZ, MO Cottontails, meat, any
size, all colors, $8. Roger Graham;
Florence; 843-657-2760
BUNNIES, $10, all sizes,
CA, Flemish, NZ, Rex, mixed,
etc. Andrew Glick; Colleton;
843-217-7500
RABBITS, $15ea. Step Ruiz;
Orangeburg; 803-747-2289
NZ/SMUT NOSE CROSS, $5ea,
B-3/21. Samuel Stewart; Lexington;
803-568-0708
3 NETHERLAND DWARFS,
6w/o, blk, $15ea. Wayne Howell;
Spartanburg; 864-529-7093
SILVER FOXS, 2 bucks,
1 blue, 1 choc, 3 does, 3 blk, $175
all. Grace Sprecher; Dorchester;
843-696-5856
DUTCH BABIES, diff colors,




2nd & 4th Sat of ea mon, 10am,
farm equip, livestock, poultry,
misc. Hallman Sease; Bamberg;
803-730-7101
5/23 SM ANIMAL SALE, starts
@ 7, check in noon, Chester
Livestock Exchange, 2531
Lancaster Hwy, Chester. Sherri
Wisher; York; 803-627-4459
5/26 MEMORIAL DAY
AUCTION, 9am, tractors, farm
equip, farm related items, chickens,
10290 Augusta Rd, Pelzer. Martin
Turner; Greenville; 864-243-3472
LIVESTOCK AUCTION, 1st &
3rd Fri of ea mon, farm/animal




AUCTION, tack 5pm, horses
follows, neg coggins reqd w/in
12m/o, hauling avail. W McCranie;
Colleton; 843-538-8988
CLAXTON'S AUCTION, ea sat
11am, equine, cows, sheep,
goats, poultry, more; Special Sale





Trl Rd, 1st & 3rd Sat, 1pm
pigs/hogs; cattle, horses, sheep,
more. Bud Furtick; Orangeburg;
803-258-3512
6/14 C & K AUCTIONS, 9am,
sm animals & misc. Jimmie Koon;
Saluda; 864-445-7658
Seed
All seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy of a
CURRENT SEED LAB TEST.
YEL MEAT WATERMELON,
G-88%, more; red ear corn, G-92%,
more; Red Pod Okra, G-86%, more;
$2/50 seeds; $1/50 seeds, +postage.
Gene White; York; 803-222-9713
Wanted - Farm Equipment
PTO DRIVEN TILLER, 42in or
less, for garden tractor. Betsy
Johnson; York; 704-507-3673
FARM IMPLEMENT, turf tire,
size 11.25-28. Kenneth Beason;
Orangeburg; 803-614-1684
CATTLE SQUEEZE SHOOT,
used in GC. Thomas Allen;
Greenville; 864-884-6688
JD 7400, or 6400 series tractor,
cab w/air, looking for 4x4 or 2wd,
<3000hrs. Victor Smith; Berkeley;
843-688-5353
2 OR 1R PLANTER, w/fertilizer
hopper. Jody Craven; Colleton;
843-909-2708
TAGALONG STOCK TRL,
GC. James Capps; Greenville;
864-947-1811
PALLET FORK LIFT
ATTACH, for bush hog 2846 qt
frt ldr. Wayne Senn; Lexington;
803-755-9540
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FLAIL MOWER, 7.5ft wide
w/offset to right, prefer Ford 917,
will consider other brands, must
be GC. Ned McGill; Anderson;
864-352-6214
FRT END LDR, for JD 2840, can
use JD 148, 158 or 265 ldr; sm skid
steer, prefer Ford/NH, will consider
other makes. Terry Staggs;
Greenville; 864-468-4381
10FT ROTARY CUTTER, pull
type, in GC. Cecil Hooks; Marion;
843-430-4906
SPRAYER TANK, for liquid
nitrogen. Gary Wright; York;
803-684-3834
CATTLE TRL, 16ft, factory built,
BP, dual axles, lights, elec brakes,
swing out gates, center gate. John
Gossett; York; 803-222-7786
Wanted - Hay
OATS & BARLEY, in bulk,
del on dump bed trucks w/grain
chute. Carl Watner; Spartanburg;
864-472-2876
FREE HAY, good, no mold,
Fescue, rye, wheat, oat straw, or
mixed hay, feed & wood shavings,
to help rescued horses. Trecia
Brown; York; 803-230-6778
Wanted - Livestock
DIAMOND DOVES, or any
other doves except Ringneck
doves. Wayne Hahn; Charleston;
843-693-2006
FREE LIVESTOCK, guineas,




or pr. Lloyd Gerhart; Kershaw;
803-425-8796
BLK SWAN PRS, Egyptian geese
prs, hatching eggs. Shane Sease;
Bamberg; 803-824-9124
WHOLE HERDS, cows, calves
or bulls. Josh Brown; Saluda;
864-910-5378
BEEF CATTLE, cows, calves,
bulls, whole herds. Brian Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-980-6408
BRITISH WHT CATTLE. Tom
Horsley; Laurens; 864-876-2601
FREE LIVESTOCK, goats,
chickens, ducks, cows, sheep, etc,
will p/up. Mozelle Jones; Richland;
803-403-4292
YNG ANG PRS, or bred
heifers. Hack Bartley; Greenwood;
864-229-1032
FREE UNWANTED LIVESTOCK,
goats, cattle, horses, pigs, mules,
donkeys, will p/up. William Knopf;
Chester; 803-482-3891
SAIPAN GAME FOWL. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
Wanted - Miscellaneous
PINE TIMBER, hdwd, Donalds
& Honea Path area. Milton Whitt;
Aiken; 803-663-3418
PINE SAW TIMBER, pine
pulpwood, hdwd, cut sm or lrg
tracts, 8A or more. H Yonce;
Edgefield; 803-275-2091
BUGGY WHEELS, in GC
w/rubber or wheelwright. Don
Milling; Fairfield; 803-530-0678
TUBE GATES, hog wire,
cow/hog panels, reasonably priced,
will take down if need be. Donald
Jeffcoat; Aiken; 803-646-6313
STARTER, for JD dsl Model 1010.
James Purcell; Aiken; 803-279-7701
30IN JD RIMS & WHLS,
to fit JD 5510. Kenneth Cordray;
Dorchester; 843-509-7720
PUPLWOOD SAW TIMBER,
hdwd, pine, all types of thinning or
clear cut, pay top prices, upstate
counties. Tim Morgan; Greenville;
864-420-0251
TIMBER/PULPWOOD, timber
procurement, forestry services for
upstate co, top $ paid for your
forest products, more. Steven
Smith; Greenville; 864-517-3620
FREE RND PEN PANELS, stall
mats, gates, concrete mix, 2x4, 2x6
wood, posts, split rail fence,
plywood, to help rescued horses.
Trecia Brown; York; 803-230-6778
WOODEN PRODUCE CRATES,
w/Gibson or Johnston SC, printed
on end. Bill Gibson; Edgefield;
803-480-1104
EGG INCUBATOR. Steve Ard;
Aiken; 803-603-0642
ONAN 18-20HP ENGINE,
running or for parts. C Anthony;
Pickens; 864-859-3101
BLKSMITH ANVILS, farm
bells, brass bells, wash pots, bell
parts, 700lb hanging cotton scales
w/16lb wght. R Long; Newberry;
803-924-9039
100LB ANVIL, or larger, old farm
bell, hand crank corn sheller. L
Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-7394
EGG CARTONS, free & clean.
Andrea Williams; Lexington;
803-917-9565
FRICK 0 SAWMILL PARTS,
2 grooved 8in track wheels
complete P/N 1572-C, 5 hub caps,
more. John Hunter; Greenville;
864-979-5401
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5/15, 22 & 29 GRASS MASTERS, FORAGE
MANAGEMENT, 6:30-9pm, Clemson Ext, $65/person or
$100/farm, deadline 5/2. Cassie Wycoff; Laurens; 864-984-2514,
Ext 117
5/10 SMART DEWORMING, for sheep & goats, 3-5pm,
$30adv, Whispering Pines Stable, 206 Adams Mill Rd, Mauldin.
Patty Scharko; Greenville; 803-422-6998
5/16-18 OAKLAND HILLS TRAIL RIDE, 113 Robins Walk
Rd, Saluda, lunch on trail, DJ, wooded trails. Lesa Bledsoe;
Saluda; 864-993-3072
5/17 & 5/30 SHA HORSE SHOW, Croft State Park, 9am,
English, Western & timed events, www.shahorseshows.com.
Heather Grow; Spartanburg; 864-384-0012
5/17 FARM SHOW, tractors, farm antiques, big trucks, antique
trucks, kid zone, food & more, 3723 Hwy 101 N, Greer. Earline
Pittman; Greenville; 864-895-2142
5/17 ASHLAND ARENA FUN SHOW, 6pm, speed events,
daily high pt, for each age group. Juanita Ardis; Darlington;
843-332-7394
5/24 ALL BREED OPEN HORSE SHOW, sponsored by Puerto
Rican Paso Finos, Redbank Arena, 8am reg, show 9am, classes,
$7 & $5 for all breeds & disciplines. Patti Smith; Lexington;
803-782-9583
5/24 POWER FROM THE PAST TRACTOR &
ENGINE SHOW & SWAP MEET, 8am-4pm, Piedmont
Interstate Fairgrounds, Spartanburg, parade, food & drink,
http://foothillsantiquepowersc.com. John Hunter; Spartanburg;
864-879-3079 June
6/6-7 BROAD RIVER ANTIQUE POWER ASSOC
SHOW, 8:30am-10pm, garden & tractor pull ea day,
www.broadriverapa.org, exit 87 off I-85, Gaffney. Ed Patterson;
Cherokee; 864-304-7558
6/14 CHARITY ALL BREED FUN HORSE SHOW, 8:30,
walking horses, more, Red Bank Arena, Lex, sponsored by
"Ladies that Lead". Elizabeth Baerreis; Lexington; 803-622-7575 
6/16-20 6/23-27 & 8/4-8 CAMP GERONIMO, 5-day horse
camp exper tailored to the students age & interests,
GastonFarmEquestrianCenter.com. Beth Gaston; Chester;
803-374-6255
6/25-26 CLEMSON EXT FOOD2MARKET FOOD
SAFETY WORKSHOP, food entrepreneurs will learn about
safely producing & selling food products, $150. Adair Hoover;
Pickens; 864-656-9986
6/27 POULTRY WORKSHOP, 10am-4pm, Pee Dee Research &
Ed Center, Clemson Ext, pest management, improving egg & meat
production, predator control & demons, deadline 6/23, $65 fee,
rii@clemson.edu. Lee Van Vlake; Florence; 843-661-4800, Ext 0
Upcoming Events
All equine must be accompanied by written proof of an approved negative test within the last 12 months for EIA when entering
any public assembly of  horses. These public assemblies include, but  are not limited to shows, fairs, organized trail rides, rodeos,
and other exhibitions as well as organized sales. Section 47-13-1315 and 1350 and 1370, SC Code of Laws.
Note: Clemson University’s Livestock-Poultry Health Division requires the following: All public equine auction/sales
must be permitted by Clemson University Livestock-Poultry Health and be in compliance with SC Law Section 47-11-20
and SC Regulation 27-1016-C. Contact CULPH at 803-788-2260 Ext. 231 for information. 
*Important: Please include a mailing address and phone number with each event notice you wish to include in the Market
Bulletin. All ads submitted will only be run twice. If you wish for your ad to appear in more than 2 issues, it must be resubmitted.
The Market Bulletin reserves the right TO EDIT and/or 
verify any and all ads or notices submitted for publication.
2013-2014 Legal Notice
Nominating Meetings for Candidates to Fill Vacancies on the South Carolina Soybean Board
Pursuant to the provisions of the “Agricultural Commodities Marketing Act” of 1968, and as amended, and “Marketing Order No. 1a for South Carolina Soybeans” issued by the
Agriculture Commission of South Carolina, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the terms of the following members of the South Carolina Soybean Board expire as follows:
Term is retroactive from December 31, 2013 to 2016
District 4 Cullen Bryant, Dillon, SC
The term of office of the members elected and/or appointed to fill said vacancies shall be (3) years.
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina shall call for nominations for said vacancy in the following district at the time, place, and date hereafter set forth:
DISTRICT 4 Wednesday, May 21, 2014, 10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Marion County Clemson Ext. Office, Benson Bldg.-backside, 206 Airport Court, Suite C, Mullins, SC
To qualify, a candidate for Board membership must be a resident of South Carolina and of the district wherein nominated and having been engaged in producing soybeans within
the State of South Carolina for a period of one year and during that period, having derived a substantial portion of his/her income therefrom.
Under said Marketing Order, oral nominations, seconded by not less than (5) qualified producers, for qualified candidates shall be accepted by the Commission.  Nominations may
also be made within five (5) days after each said district meeting by written petition filed with the Commission and signed by not less than five (5) affected producers entitled to
participate in such meeting.
Any producer within the district wherein nominated who produced soybeans during the past year is entitled to participate in the meeting. 
District 1 includes the Counties of Abbeville, Anderson, Cherokee, Chester, Chesterfield, Fairfield, Greenville, Greenwood, Kershaw, Lancaster, Laurens, McCormick, Newberry,
Oconee, Pickens, Saluda, Spartanburg, Union, and York.
District 2 includes the Counties of Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell, Calhoun, Edgefield, Hampton, Lexington, Orangeburg, and Richland.
District 3 includes the Counties of Clarendon, Darlington, Florence, Lee, Marlboro, and Sumter.
District 4 includes the Counties of Dillon, Georgetown, Horry, Marion, and Williamsburg.
District 5 includes the Counties of Beaufort, Berkeley, Charleston, Colleton, Dorchester, and Jasper.
Frances Price, Chair
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11280, Columbia, South Carolina, 29211
Ph. # 803-734-2217
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Collection Date Set for Unwanted Pesticides
Ag Tour to Visit 
Rosebank & Lowcountry Dirt Farm
Two Lowcountry farms will be featured in a tour
sponsored by the SC Agricultural Council on
June 13.
First stop is a tour of Dirt Works Incubator Farm
on Walnut Hill Plantation on Johns Island, where
Nikki Seibert of Lowcountry Local First will give
the history of farming in the area. Lowcountry
Local First programs have provided monthly
training for 200 farmers every year, graduated more
than 95 participants, and created consumer
awareness. 
Culinary delights from the Tomato Shed Café
under the live oaks will be featured, and
participating farmers and apprentices will answer
questions. Dirt Works farm is adjacent to Rosebank
Farms, a 70-acre farm producing vegetables,
fruits, flowers, and free-range laying hens,
where the tour continues. 
The tour is open to the public, but seating
is limited and preregistration is required
by June 6. Priority is given to council members.
The $45 fee includes lunch, beverages, and
snacks.
Send your name, phone number, and a check to
SC Agriculture Council, P.O. Box 2683, Columbia,
S.C. 29202-2683.  The tour bus will leave the
SC Farm Bureau in Cayce at 8 a.m. and return
by 5:30 p.m.
For information contact Hannah Watts Mikell
at 803-553-7244, hbw11111@gmail.com or
Steve Slice at 803-806-3820, ext. 116,
Steve.Slice@sc.usda.gov. Visit the Lowcountry
Local First website and the Dirt Works Facebook
Page to learn more.
The South Carolina Department of Agriculture
(SCDA) is partnering with Richland County Solid
Waste and Recycling Department to accept
unwanted or unused pesticides from farmers and
homeowners at no charge. 
Richland County is holding its annual “Richland
Recycles Day” at the SC State Fairgrounds.
Although most of the recycling event is only open
to residents of Richland County, waste pesticides
will be accepted from residents of any SC county.
Pesticides will not be accepted from any type of
commercial business or commercial applicator.
Other collections events are planned for later this
year that will be open to commercial applicators in
the state.
•    Hours of operation will be 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
May 16.
•xxLocation: SC State Fairgrounds, 1200
Rosewood Dr., Columbia, SC, 29201
•    SCDA will have personnel on site to monitor
pesticide collection.
•   Quantities accepted will be limited to 2500
pounds of solid and 300 gallons of liquid at no
charge.
•   No fertilizer (unless it is combined with a
pesticide such as weed and feed), compressed gas
cylinders (metal cylinder with a valve) or empty
containers will be collected in the pesticide location
of the event.
•   SCDA has final authority and will make the
decision on whether or not to take waste from
participants once vendor decides whether or not
staff can properly dispose of product.
•  Pesticide products include herbicides,
insecticides, nematicides, fungicides and other
similar products used in agricultural production or
around the home.
For more information regarding pesticide
collection, contact SCDA’s John Stokes at
803-737-9696.  For more information on “Richland
Recycles Day” event, contact Richland County
Solid Waste and Recycling at 803-576-2446.
Hurricane Tips for Livestock Owners
Hurricane season officially begins on June 1, and
experts urge farmers and livestock owners to check
their premises now so they will be prepared. When
hurricanes threaten, have a plan in place that takes
these steps into consideration:
•  Have back-up plans for water and electricity.
Check generators to make sure they are working
properly.
• Have a properly installed transfer switch for the
generator.
• Inspect and repair fences, posts, and roofs.
Repair loose wiring. 
• Plan to secure items that might blow away.
• Identify places to relocate animals away from
low-lying areas.
• Turn off propane supply at tanks. Secure tanks
if they are in a low area.
• Move equipment away from trees or buildings
that might collapse.
• Mark animals with ear tags, livestock paint, or
clipped initials in hair so they can be returned if lost.
• Move feed to higher ground or more accessible
place.
• Move pesticides and chemicals away from
low-lying areas that might flood.
• Be sure tanks and farm vehicles are fully fueled.
• Coordinate with neighbors to see where you
might be able to help each other.
• Keep a list of important phone numbers in a safe
place.
New Signs
continued from page 1
Other signs will be installed this year at the following locations:
Jim Harrison Gallery, Denmark; Audubon Center at Beidler
Forest, Harleyville; Hunter ’s Store Regional Visitor Center,
Pendleton; Pig-N-Vittles, Chesterfield; Olde English District
Tourism Commission, Richburg; Old McCaskill’s Farms
B&B, Rembert; Carolina Motorsports Park, Kershaw; Lighthouse
Lake Keowee Restaurant and Event Center, Seneca; Nantahala
Outdoor Center, Mountain Rest; Charleston Tea Plantation,
Wadmalaw Island; Split Creek Farm, Anderson; Bush-N-Vine
Farm, York; Walker Century Farms, Anderson; Simple Times Farm,
Enoree; The Happy Berry Inc., Six Mile; Six and Twenty Distiller,
Piedmont; Windy Hill Orchard and Cidery, York; and La Belle Amie
Vineyard, Little River.
High Tech Holsteins
continued from page 1
The most exciting innovation at Satterwhite’s is the new rotary
milking parlor.  It’s a carousel for cows, like a merry-go-round at the
fair.  The cows step onto a huge turntable and go for a pleasant ride
while they’re being milked.
The rotary parlor has spaces for 60 cows.  As each cow steps
onto the turntable, a computer sensor recognizes her by the tag in
her ear. Workers quickly prep each cow and attach the
milking machine.  All her information is in the computer, and by the
time she steps off the turntable—a mere nine minutes later—her
milk production has been entered, weighed and stored on the
computer.
Another change in the industry is that milking three times a day
has become standard.  This method is easier on the cows, and they
actually give more milk. Satterwhite’s herd of Holsteins each
produces an average of 75 pounds of milk per day, for a total of
83,000 pounds daily. That’s a lot of milk!
On the day I visited, Purina nutritionist Barry Dye was on site.
Based in Georgia, he visits Satterwhite every three weeks to assess
and adjust feed rations.  He was a wealth of information, which he
readily shared while Kevin was tending to a multitude of details all
over the farm.
Barry explained that the new technology goes beyond milking
itself.  Satterwhite’s is the first dairy in the state where the milk
flows directly into a huge tanker truck parked just outside
the building.  On the way it passes over a chilling plate, which cools
the milk to 33 degrees. That means the milk no longer goes
into a holding vat—it flows directly from cow to refrigerator tanker.
With milk, the quicker it is cooled down, the longer the shelf
life.
Kevin’s milk doesn’t have far to go. “The milk going into the
tanker now will be at the milk plant in Spartanburg tonight, and it
will be in the grocery stores tomorrow,” Barry said.  Now that’s
fresh milk!
The cows did go through an adjustment period, Kevin said.  At
first they didn’t like the rotary parlor, simply because it’s different.
Cows are creatures of habit, and they didn’t much care to step onto a
moving platform.  “The first few days, they were afraid of it.  Now
they seem to enjoy the ride,” he said.
In the old milk parlor, Satterwhite was milking 120 cows an hour.
With the new rotary parlor, he’s already up to 300 cows.  As the herd
gets fully acclimated, he’ll be able to milk 360 to 400 cows per hour.
That is getting the job done efficiently.
Yes, things have sure changed.  But I am proud of South Carolina
farmers who produce top quality products, and for making the
investments to continue doing so for consumers across
the state.
Shrimp Dip
1 can cream of shrimp soup Dash garlic powder
1 (8 oz.) pkg. cream cheese Dash paprika
1 teaspoon lemon juice 1 cup small shrimp
Mix cream cheese and can of shrimp soup; add remaining ingredients and chill. Serve
with large Fritos.
Hot Seafood Dip
3 (8 oz.) packages cream cheese 2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
6 tablespoons milk 3/4 cup crab meat
Soften cream cheese to room temperature. Mix all ingredients. Bake 15 minutes at 350
degrees. Serve with chips or crackers.
